
Revels Blocking Narrative A2: 

 

At a few minutes before start, the bands enter. House goes to half, and as the lights fade 
out, the lights come up on the Brass for the: 

 ADDED PIECE – ENTR’ACTE  

In applause, band lights fade and lights up on the stage – very dark and very scary – 
shadows everywhere. We sit for a moment in the silence, then begin to hear music. The 
music grows and from DSR, DSL and USL come the dancers of: 

18. ABBOTS BROMLEY 

As the dance is finishing, the strange shapes move off into the woods. Sanna enters from 
the audience and moves onto the stage. She is tired, cold, worn out. She’s been walking 
without knowing where to go for hours. She is carrying a lantern. As she reaches the 
stage, her lantern flickers, falters, and then goes out. She shakes it, sets it far DRL and 
works to relight it. Eventually she gives up and curls up in a ball – exhausted. As she does, 
the Fox enters from USL and moves toward her. He sniffs her then sits next to her as the 
chorus silently enters USL and DSR (altos, then sopranos, then all) to begin: 

19. POLONESE 

As the song builds, the light begins to appear in the sky behind her. The light DS on Sanna 
also builds throughout the song. Eventually, as the final chords are filling the stage, Sanna 
wakes up. In applause the chorus exits, Sanna looks around, and has text. She sees the 
rocks and heads off into the audience – finally knowing where she’s supposed to go. As 
she leaves the stage, the lights shift to the cave interior and the children (and Gryla) move 
into place. The children are DSL in a small group, huddled together for safety. Somehow 
they begin: 

20. VEM KAN SEGLA FORUTAN VIND 

In applause, a shape USR moves and the eyes open. Gryla moves DS toward the 
children. Sanna enters through the audience and arrives at the SL stairs about the time 
Gryla stops near the group of children. As Gryla’s mouth begins to open, Sanna “throws” 
something USR. (there will need to be a sound effect from Joel of the rock hitting 
something USR). Gryla turns and moves USR and offstage, following the sound. Sanna 
moves to the children for text. Once they’ve figured out the plan, Gryla returns. As she 
crosses DS again, the children start to sing: 

21.  
a. HOLLY BERRIES 

As they sing, Gryla stops moving. The children sneak off down the HL aisle one/two at a 
time until only Sanna is left onstage singing. Suddenly Gryla realizes there is only one 
person there, and ROARS! Sanna and Gryla dodge a bit (depending on the capabilities of 
the puppet) and eventually Sanna is running down the HL aisle after the children. Gryla is 
coming after her – roaring and screaming. Perhaps we backlight Gryla on the DS apron? 
As the focus moves into the house, the lights shift onstage and we go back outside.  



Sanna and the children run back in the HR aisle and back onstage - DSL. They are 
outside, but it is still dark. And Gryla is right behind them (if the puppet can maneuver, she 
will go into the audience, if not, she’ll stay DSR as the kids go off and back on). Text, and 
Sanna pushes the children behind her. Gryla moves in, and the Fox enters DSR behind 
her. Sanna starts to sing, and the children join her in: 

b. ROSEN FRA FYN 

Gryla stops, and the Fox circles around her. His tail flicks at the sky as the singing grows 
and the light begins to come into the sky. As the song grows, the chorus enters DSL and in 
the HR and HL aisles (Robert, Angersson, and Ingolfsson enter USL; Vinter, Holgersen 
and Eklund enter in HR aisle; Dalgaard, Blomgren, and Olsen enter in HL aisle). The 
choruses move into: 

22. DONA NOBIS PACEM 

As the song progresses, the northern lights grow spectacular and Gryla moves less and 
less. She seems caught in a spell. The Fox has moved DSR to watch. After the song, the 
chorus exits as the audience begins to make the sound of the wind. As the wind grows, 
Gryla is eventually blown offstage. Robert brings the audience to silence and exits. Sanna 
and the children have text and exit into the audience. The Fox watches them, then exits as 
the band moves DSC and begins: 

23. BAND SET 

The chorus enters and moves to GP4 as the band plays. In applause, they chorus moves 
DSC, talking to each other. In that position, they begin: 

24. SOFOU UNGA ASTIN MIN 

In applause, they again turn to each other for support. After a moment of silence and 
worry, we hear sound and from the back of the house (in both aisles) come Sanna and the 
children, singing: 

25. KOMA GUDS ENGLAR 

The chorus joins and the children move onto the stage. Movement as everyone welcomes 
the children home. Sanna exits in the song / at the end? In the applause, there is general 
joyous chaos. The chorus pulls down from those positions, Robert moves DSC to lead: 

26. FINLANDIA 

In the applause, a group begins to dance: 

27. SLÅNGPOLSKA / DANCE 

Sanna and the Storyteller enter during the dance, and move DSL for text after the 
applause. The chorus fades back to enjoy: 



28. MUMMERS PLAY 

Much silliness ensues – an audience member is brought on the stage – the hero dies and 
is revived. The children have moved DSC and in the applause for the Mummers, the 
chorus moves DS to engulf the children for: 

29. JUL, JUL, STRALANDE JUL 

In the applause, a chorus member steps DS for: 

30. SHORTEST DAY 

And directly following, Robert steps DSC and we all join in: 

31. SUSSEX MUMMERS 

 

fin 

 


